Multitask between work and play

Multitask between work and play without skipping a beat with the performance, versatility and standout features of the HP Chromebook x360 14c.

All day power and performance
Powered by an Intel® Core™ processor¹, experience performance at your fingertips to keep going all day for work and play.

Scratch-resistant FHD micro-edge display
The scratch-resistant Corning® Gorilla® Glass helps prevent scratches on your FHD touch screen from everyday bumps and scrapes.

Enhanced security features
Keep your moments private with the camera privacy switch and login securely and easily with an integrated fingerprint reader.
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Featuring

Chrome
This easy-to-use operating system was designed to be fast in every possible way, while keeping you safe and more secure on the web.

Exceptional experience, anywhere
11th Gen Intel® Core™ processors bring the perfect combination of features to make you unstoppable. Get things done fast with high performance, instant responsiveness and best-in-class connectivity. 1

HD IPS touchscreen
Reach out and control your PC with just a touch. And with 178° wide-viewing angles and high-definition quality, you’ll always get a great view. 2

Liberating battery life
Take on your day without worrying about recharging. With up to 10 hours and 45 minutes of battery life, you can work, watch more, and spend more of your time totally untethered. 3

PCle SSD storage
Boot up in seconds with lightning fast speed with up to 128 GB PCIe SSD storage.

Effortlessly connected
Enjoy a smoother wireless experience with Wi-Fi 6 (2x2) and Bluetooth® 5.0 combo, all your connections are solid and up to 3x faster file transfer speeds than Wi-Fi 5. 5

Camera Privacy Switch
Avoid unwanted onlookers with a webcam privacy switch that cuts off your video feed so you can keep your private moments private.

Fingerprint reader
Seamlessly log in into your device in any mode with the touch of your finger. Patented 3-D fingerprint technology ensures secure access and online payments. 5

SuperSpeed USB Type-C® Power + Display + 10Gbps signaling rate
Power your device or connect to an external display from just one USB-C® port with 10Gbps signaling rate. And it’s reversible, so you never have to worry about plugging in upside down. 5

Full-sized keyboard
The full-sized keyboard allows you to work anywhere, with 1.5mm key travel for typing comfort and total productivity.

HP Imagepad with multi-touch gesture
This true multi-touch touchpad supports four finger gestures and lets you scroll, zoom, and navigate with a simple touch.

HP Wide Vision HD Camera
The 88-degree, wide-angle field of view lets you video chat with the entire family or group of friends in crystal clear detail. 7

Three-sided micro-edge display
See more of your screen with a three-sided micro-edge display that maximizes your viewing area.

3:2 aspect ratio
See more of the web with less scrolling. A 3:2 aspect ratio delivers an optimized portrait view for a more comfortable way to read or surf. 14

Corning® Gorilla® Glass NBT™
Scratch-resistant Corning® Gorilla® Glass NBT™ stands up to all the daily abuse a touch screen takes. Help reduce accidental damage with strong, more durable protection than most displays.

HP Fast Charge
When your laptop is low on power, no one has time to wait hours to recharge. Power down your device and go from 0 to 50% charge in approximately 45 minutes. 15

An exceptionally rich audio experience
HP Dual Speakers and audio, custom-tuned in collaboration with experts at Bang & Olufsen, bring entertainment to life with sound you can feel. Awaken your senses with PC audio perfection.

360° geared hinge
Innovatively engineered to rotate 360 degrees so that you can use your device in four positions. Work in laptop position, watch in reverse position, play in tent position, and go in tablet position.

Camera Privacy Switch
Avoid unwanted onlookers with a webcam privacy switch that cuts off your video feed so you can keep your private moments private.

Dual array microphone
With two microphones and advanced noise reduction software, you’ll always sound crystal clear when you video chat or record. 16
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Specifications

Performance

Operating system
ChromeOS

Processor family
11th Generation Intel® Core™ i3 processor

Processor
Intel® Core™ i3-1125G4 (up to 3.7 GHz with Intel® Turbo Boost Technology, 8 MB L3 cache, 4 cores, 8 threads)\(^7\)

Chipset
Intel® Integrated SoC

Memory
8 GB DDR4-3200 MHz RAM (onboard)

Number of user-accessible slots
0

Storage
128 GB PCIe® NVMe™ M.2 SSD

Graphics
Integrated Intel® UHD Graphics

Audio
Audio by Bang & Olufsen; Dual speakers

Display
14” diagonal, FHD (1920 x 1080), multitouch-enabled, IPS, edge-to-edge glass, micro-edge, Corning® Gorilla® Glass 5™, 250 nits, 45% NTSC\(^7\)

Screen-to-body ratio
88.41%

Power supply
45 W USB Type-C® power adapter

Battery type
3-cell, 58 Wh Li-ion polymer\(^7\)

Battery and Power
Up to 10 hours and 45 minutes\(^3\)

Battery recharge time
Supports battery fast charge: approximately 50% in 45 minutes\(^5\)

Connectivity

Wireless connectivity
Intel® Wi-Fi 6 AX201 (2x2) and Bluetooth® 5.2 wireless card (supporting gigabit data rate)

MU-MIMO supported

Ports
2 USB Type-C® 10Gbps signaling rate (USB Power Delivery, DisplayPort™ 1.4); 1 USB Type-A 5Gbps signaling rate, 1 headphone/microphone combo

Expansion slots:
1 microSD media card reader

Webcam
HP Wide Vision 720p HD camera with integrated dual array digital microphones

Design

Product color
Mineral silver aluminum

Sandblasted cover and keyboard frame, polished base finish

Software

Software
100 GB Google One™ (1-year subscription included)\(^1\); Google Play Store\(^2,9\)

Additional information

Part Number
PN: 43N47UA#ABA

LIFECYCLE code: 195908896449

Energy efficiency compliance
ENERGY STAR® certified; EPEAT® registered \(^7\)

Sustainable impact specifications
Ocean-bound plastic in base, bezel and speaker enclosure(s); Recycled metal in cover, keyboard frame and hinge cap(s)\(^8,10\)

Weight
Unpackaged: 3.35 lb

Packaged: 5.66 lb

Dimensions (Width x Depth x Height)
Unpackaged: 12.66 x 8.11 x 0.71 in

Packaged: 2.71 x 19.01 x 12 in

Manufacturer Warranty
1-year limited hardware warranty. Additional information available at www.support.hp.com; 90 days limited technical support for software and initial setup (from date of purchase)

Durability of products

Input devices
Full-size, backlit, mineral silver keyboard
HP Imagespring with multi-touch gesture support

Security management
H1 Secure Microcontroller; Camera privacy switch

Fingerprint reader

Sensors
 Accelerometer; Gyroscope